Most people have got to know us through our applications
for the water industry .More than one out of every four
Swedes has water supplied from a water treatment works
which is controlled and ffionitored by Cactus systerns. Over
one in ten Swedes have their waste water purified in a plant
where Cactus is used.
Our company history began in 1965 with involvement in
the field of water treatment: one of our first commissions was
for the design planning and delivery inspection of a computer-based ffionitoring system for the Kuwaiti government.
Working

for industry

and the public sector since 1965.

We began life as a division of VBB. The name Cactus came
later. We are now an independent company.
Many years of work with process automation has not only
given us experience of computers and software, but also of
all manner of processes, in both industry and the public sector.
There are nowagreat
needed to be replaced
every few years.

many Cactus systems in use m

Sweden and abroad (some of our original ones
been replaced by second-generation Cactus systems).
You can read about some of them right here.
Process automation:

the advantages-

The reasons for taking the step into an investment in process
Borås Energiverk chose Cactus as its supervisory system when it modernised its Rya combined heat and power station. The system monitors and controls several functions at the
station and also external units such as hightemperature
hot water stations, heat pumps
and hydroelectric
power stations in the
region.

computers are varied. Many companies do it to reduce their
production costs. Others to increase their profit through
quaiity which is higher and more uniform.

ESAB's manufacturing
is
being planned more and
more on the basis of customer orders. The tendency
is towards shorter runs
and quick changeovers in
production. In ESAB's
Perstorp plant the Cactus
installation acts as a
supervisory system for
monitoring and controlling
a complete packaging line.
Changeover times have
been cut and production
has become more flexible.

In most processes,monitoring and control produce not only a
better environment but also lower energy and maintenance costs.
The risk of failures is also reduced.
By allowing computers to control production it is possible
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Small PC-based systerns...
Our offering of solutions and
products is very comprehensii ve -everything from small data
! gathering systerns to large
supervisory systerns for control
and ffionitoring. When the PC
first came onto the scene, not many
people would have entertained the
idea of using theffi in the production process. Now we are using PCs for more and
more sophisticated tasks.

One of Pharmacia's pharmaceutical plants has a Cactus
system which controls the
entire production process.
Pharmacia al so uses the
system as an aid in producing extensive documentation.

...or large supervisory systerns for
control and ffiOnitOring.
In large systems with more complex requirements we use workstations in something
we call the Cactus System X, CSX.
This is a so-called open system based

on the UNIX standard and networked computers (LAN). The
choice of machine is quite independent of the software. The system can work with SQL databases, talk to
almost anything, and display images with a freely
selectable number of objects. Modern windows technology makes this an easy, convenient system for operators.
We produce most of the software ourselves. Thanks
to progressive upgrades, of ten in co-operation with
our clients, it can do things which many others have
failed to achieve up to now.
Above all we have the experts who are skilled in
getting to grips rapidly with complex processes.

In the past a single centre
monitored all the separate
lines and trains in the
Stockholm Underground.
Now each line has its own
operations centre. Cactus
supplied a complete turnkey system to monitor all
103 stations.
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Tender docliments
~
Qliotation
~
Proclirement
~
Detailed design planning
~
System construction
~
Factory testing
~
Installation on client's premises
~
Commissioning and training
~
Acceptance testing
~
Service and add-ons
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